LIST OF CHARACTERS of expansion pack #2 - FOR THE
HOST’S EYES ONLY
There are 6 characters in this expansion pack (3F, 3M)

CHARACTER
BASE SQUEALEY
Narcissistic Front Man
of the Rock Band ‘Hug’
Optional Male

MELINDA PARNILE
Lead Singer of
‘The No No’s’
Optional Female

CAT FENAFAR
Pop Guitarist and
Singer
Optional Female

IVAN STINKMAN
Ghost Catcher
Optional Male

TOMMY MAGNUS
Private Investigator
Optional Male

LANE PONDA
Fitness Guru

Optional Female
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BRIEF BIO
Base Squealey is the obnoxious lead singer of the
rock band, "Hug". Base is known for being a
womanizer, even though most ladies avoid him like
the flu. This rock star is a notorious one-upper and
constantly adores his own face in his trusty
handheld mirror. He sings to women instead of
speaking, as he believes this makes him utterly
irresistible.
Melinda Parnile is the tough-hearted lead singer of
the pop band ‘The No No’s'. Melinda is a
compulsive liar who adores her little dog, Bangles,
more than the people around her. She’s coldhearted and insensitive. However, fame has its
privileges, and she’s got more than her share of
people in her inner circle willing to cater to her every
meticulous need.
Cat Fenafar is a peculiar pop guitarist who always
seems to have a hit song on the pop charts. She is
rather bizarre and demanding, as she once made
her roadies sort out hundreds of green M&M's for
her dressing room with no intentions of eating them.
Cat Fenafar often forgets that she came from a
poverty-stricken childhood, and is the ultimate snoot
to everyone around her.

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

‘80s rock band attire,
hand mirror as a prop.

‘80s pop star attire with
large, teased hair. Fake
dog as an optional prop.

‘80s pop star attire. Toy
guitar as an optional prop.
Hair is short, wig if
needed.

Ivan Pingmold is the wacky scientist-turned-ghost
catcher. He has a huge flatulence problem, and
often blames his sneaky stenches on the ghosts
around him.
Most of the city believes Ivan’s
company is a sham, but his business has been
growing astronomically in the last year, nonetheless.

‘80s ghost catcher outfit
with some type of ghost
catching machine. A fart
sound machine /
whoopee cushion as a
prop - which can be found
at most novelty stores.

Hailing all the way from Oahu, Hawaii, Tommy
Magnus is the tenacious private investigator and
respected veteran. Tommy is a former Navy SEAL.
Rumor has it that he still works for a top-secret
government agency. He’s also in the private sector
for hire.

Hawaiian shirt, linen light
colored pants, a Detroit
Lions baseball hat and a
thick moustache
(real/fake).

Lane Ponda is the creator of ‘Buns of Iron’ – an
intense workout regimen that was developed to
build the muscle tone of the gluteus muscles. There
isn’t one second of the day that Lane isn’t working
out, teaching a class, writing another book on
gluteus muscles or working on one of her home
exercise videos. This Buns of Iron guru is all about
fitness!

Any kind of ‘80s style
work out clothing with
colorful leg warmers and
hair teased into a large
‘80s hairstyle.

